Salude:
A game for problem solving, number facts & reasoning.

Materials needed: Deck of cards with the face cards removed. Keep only the number cards you want to work on number facts for.
Number of players: 3

The play:
1. Shuffle the deck
2. Begin with Player-1, as the dealer.
3. The dealer deals one card face down to each player. They cannot look at the card.
4. Without looking at their card each player lifts the card to their forehead so they cannot see their card, but the other two players can see their card.
5. Player-1 calls out the sum of the two cards.
6. Each Player holding a card can only see their opponents card, but upon hearing the sum they can determine the value of their own card.
7. The first Player to call out the correct value of their card wins and becomes the next dealer.
8. The winner scores the sum of the two cards.